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 (:07). The Americans came to get USB stick in 2012, but refused hand shake. Iran signed 

the 5 +1 Peace treaty, first time treaty without bullet, for science. Obama said that Iranian 

nuclear plasma technology has been the main negotiation. The Energy beads are putting 5 

times more then put in, non-nuclear it belongs to people. He goes over why he was 

against treaty. Now with the new technology in the last 2 weeks, these military contracts 

are obsolete, and lead to more wars. The 30th July new announcement.  In the next week 

Keshe will raise the power to Grid to 30K kwh (later per day).    (:23).   There will be no 

need for reactors. First prototype by Saturday. They have managed to send 40 volts 

wirelessly as power supply. This will change a lot of thing.  (:28).  The power to the Grid 

is DC and is Nano coating automatically the transfer wires, they become super 

conductors. We are not feeding AD/DC into Grid but Plasma Energy. Keshe Foundation 

will not speak with a pedophile, he is using technology to attract victims.  Explains what 

happens when Plasma Energy flows into a Nuclear Reactor, many times worse then 

Fukoshima. So the Nuclear Power stations have to be removed from the Grid as more 

people use Plasma technology. This is making Nuclear technology obsolete.  

WARNING!! USA, French, and Germans who have lots of Nuclear Power station to 

disconnect from Grid or a huge accident will happen. Nuclear is plasma and will absorb 

it. It will mean billion to decommission them.  If there are only 500 units in US the 

problems will start.   The starter in car, will be working on a plasma state and converting 

to mechanical energy. It changes itself into fields to create motion.   (:39). Explains again 

how Solar System works and how elements are formed. Each continent will show one 

flight. We are going towards a Plasma like sun without a form. Don't need a battery to 

store energy.    (:53).  Food cups by putting food on top of container with water inside 

and Gans in the double wall, the water tastes like that food. Now you can fill container 

with Gans, and place hand on top, the Gans absorbs the emotion and physicality of man, 

and if you put an 18 years old in it, you get the cup of youth, emotionally feel young all 

the time. A man should drink from cup of man and not woman or complications. You 

won't become homosexual, its a different structure. If you put drug in there you only need 

one shot, drug industry finished. Use in an opposite way you can reverse addictions. The 

new technology brings new applications.  (1:00).  People are ordering units but not 

making donations, Keshe refunds their money.  The Foundation pays good wages, Alex is 

giving his share of profits to Nigeria.  The early collaborators with Foundation, got a 10 

million promise when technology goes commercial. Arman was in China when he came 

there with a patent to undermine Keshe.  Dr Eliya is in Singapore with Mr. Hua trying to 

set up their own patents. Deflurescence was the only one who knew about Keshe's flight 

to Mexico. Now he is saying that nobody should use the power units because of health 

hazard. He had a stroke and Keshe made him whole again, and he turned against him, 

Judas. When Keshe was poisoned with Arsenic, Eliya was told he saw it in chart that it 

was Arsenic. Twice Keshe car rolled over and shot at in Antwerp where Deflurescence 

lives. (1:17).  Calls Olivia about 10 million contract, confirmed live. The minute Keshe 

dies, these people take over. The blueprints for the Power Unit will be sent to all 

Foundations around the world. Bret called and said he also was approached by 

Deflurescence. How the King of Belgium found out he was writing book.   (1:28).  The 

units can produce food, taste comes from the fields and matter field strengths. You can't 

take more then you need. Keshe worked at supermarket in college, they throw away good 



food. British government sold war rations 40 years later, corn beef still edible.  (1:34).  In 

coming months when go into space the biggest problem is that Humans are conditioned 

into the Clock. Keshe doesn't use energy from here to work 14 hours per day. Nowhere is 

U are they using time.  Tomorrow they start loading cars with units. Change is not a 

fairytale. World leaders, your time is up, come in and help transition go smooth. The 

more people have the more they are helping each other. No choice or it will be forced on 

you.  (1:47).  Letter that Eliya is in Singapore getting the needles patented and other 

things, she is out of control. Then Mr. Hua attacked Keshe. The Chinese government is 

publishing Keshe's books. When people are wrong, you leave them long enough they 

break their own leg.    (1:55).   If you made your own system, use Cola bottle loaded with 

3 reactor keep it sealed, fill it with water. This is not just power unit, but cup of life, it can 

even make shelter.  (2:09).  Earthquake in LA. What microbes to allow, repair bones, 

mental disorders.  It's a revolution in the soul of the man to understand the man.  (2:26).  

Different voltages around world are irrelevant, plasma delivers what is demanded. How 

you connect it determines AC or DC.  Changing of weight in Reactor depends on fields 

forces. Directional flow depends on where you place the Beads. Have knowledge to save 

the race, love as one planet  (2:44). The Unit will be programmable with CDs put in and 

get food or flight, can change the color of your house, create a house.  Changing the 

Beads changes conditions.  They are creating the "hollow plasma".  How are you going 

the change the conditions?  You need correct conduct and don't become a thief.    (2:54).  

Questions: the cup of life will absorb negativity also. People will find out.  Once the Gans 

is dried it stays dry or wet as case may be. The magnetic fields have managed to hold 

onto the moisture. When it dries it takes the motion of the Gans. (3:02).   Will Power Unit 

supply 3 different meters. You disconnect from the Grid and use a battery. We will show 

it as we go along. You can weld with the Unit. Can you store the cup of life in a 

container? No, drink directly from the cup. Don't even mix with things. The taste changes 

depending on what person needs.  (3:09).  Each matter has its own soul. The mobile 

charger is continuous without recharging. (3:22) First plasma battery is out.     

 


